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The below is attributable to Deputy Spokesperson Robert Palladino:

Secretary Michael R. Pompeo met with Philippine Secretary of Foreign Affairs
Teodoro Locsin, Jr., at the Department of State today. The Secretary
reaffirmed the enduring U.S.-Philippines alliance, including commitments
under the Mutual Defense Treaty of 1951. The two Secretaries discussed
ongoing efforts to address regional issues such as the South China Sea, North
Korea, and counterterrorism. Secretary Pompeo and Secretary Locsin also
explored opportunities to increase people-to-people ties between our two
countries, our longstanding commitment to human rights, and our cooperation
to strengthen the Philippines’ energy security.
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Abuses in Chechnya

Press Statement
Robert Palladino

Deputy Spokesperson

Washington, DC
December 20, 2018

Today the United States welcomes the expert, fact-finding report on human
rights violations and abuses in the Russian Federation’s Republic of Chechnya
and impunity for them, which we believe to be a particularly serious threat
to Russia’s fulfillment of its Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE) human dimension commitments.

This expert report concluded that Chechen authorities committed torture and
other appalling human rights violations and abuses, including extrajudicial
killings of LGBTI persons and others, and describes a worsening “climate of
intimidation” against journalists and civil society activists. The report
observes that the Russian government “appears to support the perpetrators
rather than the victims” and has “not lived up to its responsibilities” to
address the “grave situation” in Chechnya.

The report, presented today at the OSCE, is the result of the invocation by
the United States and 15 other countries of a rarely used diplomatic tool
known as the Moscow Mechanism.

We call on the Russian Federation to protect the human rights of all within
its borders, consistent with international law, OSCE commitments, and its own
constitution. We support the report’s recommendations that Russia conduct a
new and truly independent inquiry into the violations and abuses, that human
rights defenders and the media be allowed to operate in Chechnya without
reprisal, and that imprisoned human rights defender Oyub Titiyev be
immediately released.

The United States will continue to speak out in support of human rights for
individuals everywhere, including in Chechnya, and to support international
efforts to promote accountability for those responsible for human rights
violations and abuses.
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Since at least 2014, Chinese cyber actors associated with the Chinese
Ministry of State Security have hacked multiple U.S. and global managed
service and cloud providers. These Chinese actors used this access to
compromise the networks of the providers’ clients, including global companies
located in at least 12 countries.

The United States is concerned that this activity violates the 2015 U.S.-
China cyber commitments made by President Xi Jinping to refrain from
conducting or knowingly supporting “cyber-enabled theft of intellectual
property, including trade secrets or other confidential business information,
with the intent of providing competitive advantages to companies or
commercial sectors.” China has also made this commitment with G20 and APEC
members as well as in other bilateral statements.

Stability in cyberspace cannot be achieved if countries engage in
irresponsible behavior that undermines the national security and economic
prosperity of other countries. These actions by Chinese actors to target
intellectual property and sensitive business information present a very real
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threat to the economic competitiveness of companies in the United States and
around the globe. We will continue to hold malicious actors accountable for
their behavior, and today the United States is taking several actions to
demonstrate our resolve. We strongly urge China to abide by its commitment to
act responsibly in cyberspace and reiterate that the United States will take
appropriate measures to defend our interests.
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The below is attributable to Deputy Spokesperson Robert Palladino:

Secretary Michael R. Pompeo met today with Omani Minister Responsible for
Foreign Affairs Yusuf bin Alawi bin Abdullah. The Secretary thanked the
Minister for Oman’s positive engagement on many regional issues, including
its role in helping facilitate UN consultations on Yemen in Sweden. The
Secretary and the Minister agreed on the importance of parties building upon
momentum from the consultations by implementing agreements, continuing
engagement, de-escalating tensions, and ceasing ongoing hostilities. The
Secretary and the Minister underscored their support for UN Special Envoy
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Martin Griffiths and the next round of Yemen consultations. The Secretary and
the Minister discussed the January 1 elimination of B-1 visa reciprocity fees
and increased visa validities in A, B, and G classifications, which will
benefit U.S. and Omani travelers, and promote trade and investment.
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On December 17-18, the United States and Europol convened the seventh meeting
of the Law Enforcement Coordination Group (LECG) on countering Hizballah’s
terrorist and illicit activities in Europe. Governments from the Middle East,
South America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and North America participated in this
session, along with Europol and INTERPOL.

Hizballah continues to plot terrorism and raise money around the world, and
countering the threat of Iran-backed terrorist groups is a top priority for
the Administration. The LECG remains a crucial vehicle to improve
international cooperation on combating Hizballah’s terrorist and criminal
schemes.

Officials from the U.S. Departments of State, Justice, and Treasury, as well
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as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, National Counterterrorism Center, and
Drug Enforcement Agency also participated in this meeting. The LECG will
convene again in Europe in 2019.
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